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INFORMATION CAPACITY OF EYES 
ALLA?? w. sNwERt’2, SL~ON B. LAUGHLJN’ and DOEKELE G. STAVENOA’-‘*~ 
Institute of Advanced Studies, Departments of AppIied Mathematics’ and Neurobiology*, 
Australian National University, Canberra 2600, Australia 
(Received I Ju@ 1976) 
Abstract-The capacity of an eye to perceive the visual environment is quantified by determining 
the number of different pictures that can be reconstructed by its array of photoreceptors. There is 
an optimum density of photoreceptors for each mean luminance and contrast. This is determined 
by the wave and particle nature of light (diffraction and photon noise). Anatomical and psychophysical 
data are consistent with the hypothesis that the human retina maximizes the reconstruction of different 
pictures over the range in luminance required for day and night vision. 
The perceptive powers of an animal’s visual system 
are determined by two types of constraints. The first 
is the set of optical factors that determine the quality 
of the retinal image, while the second class covers 
ail considerations of neural processing of the image. 
In this study, we set out to derive a measure of optical 
quality of retina1 image that takes into account the 
two fundamental imiting factors, photon noise and 
pupil diffraction. 
It has long been appreciated that the wave and 
particle nature of light, as manifested by pupil diffrac- 
tion and photon noise, represent fundamental iml- 
tations to an animai’s resolving power (Barlow, 1964). 
For example, on the one hand, pupil diffraction limits 
the highest spatial frequency passed by the dioptrics 
and thus sets the maximum photoreceptor grain 
(Westheimer, 1972). while, on the other hand, to com- 
bat photon noise, a minimum intensity is required 
for threshold resolution of this highest frequency 
(Snyder and Miller, 1977). Our purpose is to marry 
these two limitations in order to obtain a quantitative 
measure of spatial resolving power. 
By employing eiementary concepts of information 
theory we demonstrate how photon noise and pupil 
diffraction can interact to limit the amount of infor- 
mation available to the visual system Furthermore, 
our method of analysis enables one to appreciate the 
roles played by photon noise and diffraction at any 
intensity and makes it quite clear that the information 
content of the retina1 image depends upon the manner 
in which photor~eptors sample the spatial distribu- 
tion of photon absorptions. 
II. CONCEPT OF SPATlAX. INFORMATION 
fPlCXJRE R~CON~RU~IO~ 
Every animal’s visual system must reconstruct its 
visual environment from an array of retinal intensity 
measurements. These measurements are made by in- 
dividual samplers which we will call photoreceptors. 
’ Permanent address: Biophysical Department. Labora- 
toriurn voor Algemene Natuurkunde, Rijksuniveniteit, 
Groningen, Netherlands. 
Our idealized photo~~tors are assumed to have 
photon capture areas which do not overlap, but they 
differ from physiologically characterized rods and 
cones in three critical ways. (1) The photoreceptors 
are linear photon counters at all intensities. (2) They 
count the photons incident over retinal areas greater 
than those covered by single inner segments and in 
this sense resemble rod pools. (3) Ideal photoreceptors 
count the photons incident in a fixed time interval, 
whereas real pho~r~ptors do not. 
These ideal photoreceptors reconstruct he spatial 
distribution of an environmental intensity pattern as 
an array of intensity measurements and it is con- 
venient to think of this as a checkerboard made up 
of many squares. It is clear that the larger the number 
of photoreceptors in a given field of view, the better 
is the ability. of this array to reconstruct spatial detail. 
However, this spatial detail will be completely lost 
if each photoreceptor produces a photon count that 
is not signi6cantly different from that of its neigh- 
bours (all the squares now have the same gray tone). 
The photoreceptors must also have contrast sensi- 
tivity which is determined by the number of different 
intensity levels that can be reliably distinguished 
across the array. At first sight, it might appear that 
there is no restriction upon the number of intensity 
levels that can be distinguished; however, we show 
below that the quantum nature of light, and in par- 
ticular photon noise, sets a lower limit to the intensity 
levels that can be reliably discriminated The more 
photons captured by the photoreceptor, the greater 
the number of distinguishable intensity levels and so 
the greater the contrast sensitivity of the array. Thus, 
in summary, both space and intensity are quantized 
by the photoreceptor array of the eye. 
It is clear that this quantization of space and inten- 
sity determines the quality of the image that is recon- 
structed As one increases the number of photorecep 
tors per field of view, one gains more potential for 
monitoring fine spatial detail, but, because each 
photoreceptor now counts fewer photons, there is a 
fafl in the number of ~stin~i~able intensity levels. 
In view of this inevitable competition between fine 
spatial detail and contrast sensitivity, what is the most 
appropriate number of photoreceptors to place in a 
field of view? The answer clearly depends upon the 
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Table 1. Lisr of important symbols 
A# = angular center-to-center separation of photoreceptors (degrees). 
Ap, = angular diameter of a photoreceptor’s inner segment {degrees). 
Ap, = angular width of the point spread function of the lens-pupil at 50% maximum (see Fig. 3) (degrees). When 
the dioptrics are diffraction limited, Apt = 2./D, where I is the wavelength in vacuum and I) is the entrance 
pupil diameter. 
(Ap)’ = (Ap,)’ + 0.3Y(Ap,)’ = total half width of point spread function at photoreceptor (degrees). 
C = mean contrast of a random two-dimensional distribution of light intensity in the object world (see Fig. 
I ). 
I’= intensity parameter. Number of photons absorbed bv the photoreceptor array per square degree of objert 
field a_nd per integration time of the eye due to a uniform source, infinite in extent. 
(i) ! = (~‘4) Iqbr; (degrees)-?. 
(3) I = mea-n umber of photons entering the eye per square degree of object field per second (degrees-? 
set-‘) (f is proportional to the pupil area). 
(3) n = quantum efficiency. i.e. the fraction of photons entering the pupii that are counted by the photo- 
receptors. 
(3) At = integration time (effective shutter time) of the eye (see). 
8 = mean numbers of photons absorbed by 
source, infinite in extent fi = fiApr)‘. 
a photoreceptor per integration time of the eye due to a uniform 
H = information capacity per square degree of object field, defined here to be the natural logarithm of the 
number of different pictures chat can be reconstructed by an array of photoreceptors. 
(I) H = np in ni (degrees- 2). 
(2) 
(3) 
nP = the number of photoreceptors per square degree of object field [equation (7)] (degrees- ‘). 
ni = the number of different intensity levels that can be distinguished by the photoreceptor array 
[equation (%)I. 
totat number of photons avaiiable to the array and 
also on the type of task one requires of the array. 
We propose that a measure of petfixmance which 
speciiically favours neither contrast sensitivity nor the 
resolution of spatial detail, is the number of pictures 
that the photoreceptor array can reconstruct. 
Assuming that there are np photoreceptors per field 
of view, each one with one of ni possible intensity 
levels, the nrnximum number of pictures that can be 
reconstructed by the photoreceptors i  np). Now it 
fohows from the classical arguments of information 
theory (Goldman, 1953; Pierce, 1961) that the logar- 
ithm of the ~~~~~ number of ~j~re~r pictures that 
can be reconstructed, per field of view, is the spatial 
infurmntion capacity of the eye, denoted here as H. 
where In is to the base e. By using the logarithm 
of the number of pictures, we preserve the intuitive 
notion that doubling the number of photoreceptors 
per field of view trpr doubles the spatial information 
capacity H of an eye. 
Armed with the essential concept of picture mak- 
ing, we next determine np and n, from the physical 
parameters of the eye. For simplicity, we assume that 
the photoreceptors are arranged in a square lattice. 
The resutts for a hexagonal lattice are similar (Snyder 
and Miller, 1977) and are stated in Appendix A2. The 
number of photor~ptors per square degree of object 
space, np is 
np = l/(Arb)‘, (21 
where A4 is the angular center-to-center separation 
of photoreceptors. 
III. NUMBER OF INTFSSITY LEVELS 
THAT CAN BE DISTINGUISHED RELIABX_Y 
WITHIN THE ,MosAlC OF 
PHOTORECE~~RS. n, 
Two phenomena limit the number of intensity 
levels that can be reliably distinguished by the array 
of photoreceptors ni. They are noise, which in this 
case is due to the quantum nature of light, and imper- 
fections in the optics which cannot be reduced below 
the diffraction limit that is determined by the wave 
properties of light and the diameter of the pupil. We 
now consider their effects in turn. 
(1) Limitations of photon noise to the number oj discri- 
m&able intensity leveis ni 
Photons are absorbed at random. Consequently, 
any unbox light source will appear non-unifo~ to 
an array of photoreceptors, as shown in Fig. 1. The 
random fluctuations in photon counts across many 
photoreceptors are measured as a standard deviation 
e,,ine, given by 
where N is the mean number of photons captured 
by individual photoreceptors during one integration 
time (Barlow, 1964; Rose, 19731. If two intensity levels 
are to be distinguished reliably, then they must differ 
by an amount that is signiticantly greater than the 
noise level. For our analysis, we choose a separation 
of 2enoinr for reliable di~m~ation. This is the usual 
criterion adopted by coruscations engineers 
because it can be shown to give the best trade-off 
between reliability and number of intensity levels 
(C&Jon, 1975). Thus ni is found by determining the 
number of intervals of 20,,,~~~ that fit into the range 
of photon counts that occurs across the mosaic. 
Information capacity of eyes 
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Fig. 1. The ~uctua~on i  photon counts that results from the random arriva1 of photons during 
one integration time. The object is a uniform source, infinite in extent. The left and right hand figures 
illustrate the effect of having large or small photoreceptors. (See also Fig. 3). 
To determine the number of possible intensity 
levels n,, we must decide on the range in intensity 
that is to be found across the mosaic. We are 
reminded that our expression for spatial information 
capacity N, given by equation (11, is based on !he 
mu&nun number of pictures that photoreceptors can 
reconstruct. It is necessary to know what distribution 
angular distance @ 
u = sfondord deviation in intensity 
= mean object contrast 
receptor5 
Oriq = standard daviafion in photon counts 
2 0 x consfonf 
Fig. 7 Spatiai distribution of photon counts N by an array 
of photoreceptors due to a random di~~bution of object 
intensity I. The effect of noise has been intentionally neg- 
Iected but is included in Fig. 3. 
of object intensities would produce this maximum. 
From information theory (e.g. Pierce, 196I) we learn 
that a random scene fulfills the requirement, i.e. a 
scene containing objects of random contrast and ran- 
dom size, or identical size at random distances from 
the eye. Such a scene is the epitome of the unexpected 
since every spatial frequency has equal importance. 
The spatial information capacity H of an eye is there- 
fore equivalent o the amount of information that can 
be extracted from a random scene. ~c~ordi~fy, we 
determine the number of possible contrast ferefs thus 
exist when the object intensity is random, as in Fig. 2. 
In the absence of photon noise, the standard devi- 
ation Q in photon counts, due to the random scene 
in Fig. 2, is 
OQ = Zc, (4) 
where fl is the mean number of photons absorbed 
by the individual photore~ptors and c is the mean 
contrast of the object intensity distribution. In the 
presence of noise (Fig. 3), twice the standard deviation 
in photon counts is given by 2(g:ig I- Ufle)’ [remem- 
bering that variances and not standard deviations 
must be summed (Goldman, 195331. 
expression by ZUnoi,c gives the number 
intensity levels 
Dkiding this 
ni of possible 
(Sal 
(5b) 
assuming photon noise is the only limitation. This 
expression is inaccurate for small values of liT. In 
Appendix C, we derive a more accurate form: 
(5c) 
We next examine how imperfect optics modify this 
result. 
(2) Limitations of imperfect uptics plus photon noise 
to the number o~d~~~~in~fe intensity let;efs 
In order to appreciate how im&rfect optics limits 
the number of intensity levels, we must first discuss 
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Random Source Intensity 
I i 
receptor number 
Fig. 3. The effect of noise on the spatial distribution of photon counts in an array of photoreceptors 
that are sampling a random distribution of object intensities. Large photoreceptors receive on average, 
more photons than smaller ones and have, therefore, a better signal to noise ratio, but this is achieved 
at the expense of resolution of fine spatial detail. 
some basic concepts of optical filtering (Goodman, 
1968). The most useful way to quantify the effect of 
imperfect optics is by the demodulation of a spatial 
sinusoid as it passes through each component part 
of the optical system (Fig. 4). In particular, we use 
the modulation transfer function M(v) or MTF to 
characterize the modulation of a spatial sinusoid of 
unity amplitude and frequency v after passing through 
all components of the imaging and sampling system. 
The MTF of the lens-pupil is M,(v), while the MTF 
due to the finite diameter of the photoreceptor is 
M(v). Thus, as shown in Fig. 4, the modulation that 
appears across the array of photoreceptor cells is a 
quantized version of m IM,M, where m is the object 
contrast or modulation. The highest spatial frequency 
passed by a pupil of diameter D is v = D/A, where 
object 
intensity 
1 is the wavelength of light in vacuum (Goodman. 
1968). 
It is intuitive, from Fig. 5, that me angular spacing 
of photoreceptors can set the highest spatial fre- 
quency v, that is reconstructed by the,array of photo- 
receptors. We call vI the sampling frequency of the 
photoreceptor array where 
v, = sampling frequency = 1/2A& (6) 
assuming a square array of photoreceptors. The case 
for a hexagonal attice is discussed in Appendix Al 
A random distribution of object intensities contains 
all spatial frequencies, equally weighted (O’Neill. 
1963). In Appendix A, by using Fourier analysis of 
random distributions, we have shown that the pres- 
ence of imperfect optics reduces the number of poss- 
receptor number 
Fig. 4. The effect of the dioptrics and finite photoreceptor diameter on the modulation of a sinusoidal 
grating of spatial frequency v. The object modulation is m, the modulation transfer function of the 
lens-pupil and photoreceptor are M, and M, respectively. 
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Fig. 5. Minimum number of photoreceptors per field of view necessary to reconstruct a sinusoidal 
grating of spatial frequency v, where M, and M, are the modulation transfer functions of the lens-pupil 
and photoreceptors respectively. 
ible intensity levels n, from that given by equation 
(SC) to 
where &f =I itf,M, The greater v, the smaller iti(v& 
and hence the fewer intensity levels that can be dis- 
tinguished. 
IV. EYE DESIGN AND SPATIAL 
INFORMATION CAPACITY 
We can now derive the spatial information capacity 
of a photor~eptor array as a function of intensity, 
photoreceptor size and performance of the dioptrics. 
From equations (2) and (7) we can rewrite equation 
(l), leading to an expression For the spatial informa- 
tion capacity H 
Expressions for M(v,), the total MTF at the sampling 
cut-off frequency, and R the mean photon capture 
are derived in Appendices C and D, respectively, 
leading to 
M(v,) s 0.7exp[ -~.*~~~I (9) 
where the int~si~ parameter I” is detied in Table 
1, Ap, is the half width of the point spread function 
of the lens-pupil system when the system is limited 
by diffraction alone, ApI = I./D. We have set the 
angular light capture diameter of the photoreceptor 
Ap, equal to the angular photor~eptor spacing Ad, 
in equation (9) and (lo), because this is shown in 
Appendix A5 to give the highest possible information 
capacity, H, for non-overlapping receptive fields. 
We now soIve equation (8) to determine the photo- 
receptor spacing A4 that maximizes the isolation 
capacity of an array of identical photoreceptors lying 
in the image plane of a lens-pupil system of diameter, 
D. We find that there is a different optimum angular 
1.0 w... --.._-.-. .._ 
0.8 
-2 -1 0 
Fig. 6. Dependence of the informat@ capacity H on the photoreceptor spacing A# for a number 
of values of the intensity parameter I (see table 1) when the mean object contrast i: = 1. The results 
are found from eq. (9) with Ap, = 0.016’ which corresponds toa diffraction limited pupil of diameter 
2 mm when 1= 550 nm. 
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Fig. 7. Pho_toreceptor spacing A4 that maximizes the information capacity H for a given intensity 
parameter i (see table l), mean object contrast t?, and ApI = 0.016”. The dashed curve gives the opti- 
mum Ac$ when only noise and the finite photoreceptor diameter limit H (see appendix A6). 
spacing of photoreceptors, AtP, fpr each value of the 
intensity-contrast parameter I C’, e.g. see Fig. 6. in 
Fig. 7 we have plotted these optimum A& vs I for 
a range of contrasts. This curve illu_trates several 
important features. At low values of I, @e-optimum 
photoreceptor spacing is given by 1.4(jr C)-“z, i.e. 
it is independent of pupil diffraction and follows the 
weti-known square root law of an idea1 detector 
(Barlow, 1964; Rose, 1973). As the intensity increases, 
the optimum spacing approaches the limit set by 
pupil diffraction, i.e. A$ = (A.pJ2) 2 E,‘2D for a square 
array. For a hexagonal array of photoreceptors A#J = 
IV/D,,/3 (Snyder and Miller, 1977). No additional 
information is gained by having a value of A& smaller 
than that limited by diffraction. 
A minimum intensity [is required if the minimum, 
dioptric limited, photoreceptor spacing A4 = A&2 is 
to provide optimum information capacity, and in 
Appendix A7 this is shown tcxbe 
log @ Ap,)’ z 4.28, (f1) 
where Apr is in degrees. Note that because r‘is pro- 
portional to D2 (Table 1) the comeal intensity 
required to attain the diffraction limit is independent 
of pupil size. 
Figure 8_shows the relation between the intensity 
parameter I and the mean number of photons :q that 
must be counted by the individuaf photor~eptors if 
the retina is to perform at optimum. At the high 
intensity knit, where the photoreceptors have the 
minimum spacing A4 = ApJ2, then from Appendix 
A7 we find that each photoreceptor must count, on 
average, at least 4.8 x 103,@’ photons. This compares 
with an average count given by fl1 2lc when inten- 
sity is comparatively low. 
Figure 9 represents a plot of the maxjmum infor- 
mation capacity If, vs 1. The greater I, the greater 
H . Note that information capacity still increases 
tiz intensities greater than that required for photo- 
receptors to be spaced at the diffraction limit A& = 
ApJ2, because the number of contrast levels n, is then 
proportional to JL 
107r---------T-- ’ / t 7 
~ 
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Fig. 8. Mean photon count m, per integration time of the eye, by the individual photoreceptors when 
they have the optimum separation for _maximum information capacity H. The intensity parameter 
I is defined in table 1. 
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Fig. 9. The maximum information capacity If,,, . i e. H for the optimum A+. vs the intensity parameter 
I (see table 1). 
IV. DISCLSSION 
We have derived the information capacity of arrays 
of photoreceptors in terms of the fundamental physi- 
cal restrictions placed upon them by the wave and 
particle nature of light. Information capacity is a 
measure of the. quality of the image that depends 
upon the manner in which photon hits can be 
counted It is not itself affected by subsequent neural 
processes, although the extent to which transduction 
and neural interactions change the information capa- 
city of the system at the level at which they operate 
is well worth further investigation. 
Our derivation of information capacity is a general 
metric applicable to any photoreceptor array. The 
random pattern used as a test object is the most gen- 
eral available because it contains all possible intensity 
patterns, and the analysis places no deliberate 
emphasis on any one aspect of acuity, such as spatial 
acuity. It only seeks out the potential for receiving 
novel images. Although other quality factors have 
been used for evaluating the performance of electro- 
optical systems, these are shown in Appendix A4 to 
be special limiting cases of our number of pictures 
criterion. 
We have demonstrated how lens imperfections and 
photon noise limit the information capacity H (pic- 
ture reconstruction ability) of an array of ideal photo- 
receptors. At low intensities, random fluctuations in 
photon counts due to the quantum nature of light 
limit performance. An absolute minimum of two pho- 
tons must be counted on average by at least one 
photoreceptor, in the integration time of the eye, if 
the array is to carry reliable information on two dif- 
ferent intensity levels (ni = 2) (see Appendix C). From 
equation (1) it is clear that, unless two levels in inten- 
sity are distinguishable, the information capacity H 
is zero. At high intensity, the smallest angular spacing 
of photoreceptors, A+ (highest acuity), is limited by 
the quality of the optics, and ultimately by the wave 
nature of light. If the lens-pupil is diffraction limited, 
then D/i. is the highest spatial frequency that can be 
reconstructed by an array of photoreceptors. The 
optimum spacing of photoreceptors is then about 
A4 = QD, where E. is the wavelength of tight and 
D the pupil diameter. Thus both the photon noise 
and the diffraction limits are an integral part of our 
expression for information capacity H given by equa- 
tion (8). 
Previous theoretical studies have considered how 
either diffraction or random photon fluctuations limit 
visual discrimination at threshold (e.g. Hecht Shlaer, 
and Pirenne, 1942; De Vries, 1943; Rose, 1948; Bar- 
low, 1964; Campbell and Green, 1965). We have in- 
vestigated how both factors act together to limit the 
ability of the photoreceptor array to reconstruct dif- 
ferent pictures by finding the photoreceptor spacing, 
A4, that maximizes the information capacity H at 
each mean object intensity and contrast. 
Since, as shown in Figs. 6 and I, there is an opti- 
mum photoreceptor spacing A4 for each mean object 
intensity and contrast, a retina must have many differ- 
ent receptor spacings if it is to perform optimally (for 
picture reconstruction) over a wide range of intensity 
and contrast. We illustrate this for the human retina. 
Figure 10 shows the photoreceptor spacing necess- 
ary for a given region of the human retina to maxi- 
mize the number of different pictures that its photo- 
receptors can reconstruct. The curves are taken from 
the data of Fig. 7, while the integration time for the 
r_ods and cones and the details of converting from 
I to trolands are presented in Appendix D. 
It is acceptable to assume a diffraction limited pupil of 
2 mm in diameter because in the human eye, the modula- 
tion transfer function is relatively insensitive to changes 
in pupil diameter. As the diffraction blur decreases, aber- 
rations increase (Campbell and Gubisch, 1966; Van Mee- 
teren, 1974). 
In the most densely packed region of the human 
fovea, the minimum angular spacing of cones is ap 
proximately A4 = 0.008” (Pirenne, 1966). which is 
consistent with the optimum acuity of humans 
measured psychophysically (e.g. Green, 1970). A mini- 
mum retinal illuminance of Ttd given by 
log Tc2 = 4.4 (12) 
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Fig. 10. Angular center to center spacing of photoreceptors AQ that is’necessary to maximize the 
picture making ability of the human retina for a given mean retinal illumination and mean object 
c_ontrast c?. The curves are calculated from eq. (9) with the conversion from the intensity parameter 
I (see table 1) to trolands in Appendix D. The Miues for: absolute threshold (10e6 cd/m* = -0.9 log 
td) is taken from Pirenne (1962), page 129; cone threshold (-0.5 log td), Daitch and Green (1969); 
Rodieck (1973). p. 455; rod saturation (-3.5 log td), Pirenne (1962), p. 165. The values for night vision 
(lo-* to 10-l cd/m’ = -2.3 to -0.7 log td) and daylight (10’ to IO5 cd/m2 = 3.5 to 5.5 log td) refer 
to retinal illumination due to reflections from a white surface (Le Grand, 1968, p. 84, and Pirenne, 
1961. p. 10). 
is required if the centermost region of the human 
fovea is to maximize picture reconstruction. mis 
result follows from equation (11) and equation (D4) 
of Appendix D.] For values of Tbelow this minimum, 
a less dense sampling distribution will provide a 
greater number of pictures. For example, the largest 
spacing of cones in the rod-free region of the fovea 
is about A4 = 0.014” (Pirenne, 1966). According to 
Fig. 10, this region of the retina requires about 1.5 
log td_to function at optimum when the mean con- 
trast C Z 
C z 0.01. 
1, while 5.5 log td are necessary when 
We see from Fig. 10 that photoreceptors with large 
polars and that, because the overlap of the dendritic 
fields of adjacent primate rod bipolar cells is small, 
“the rod bipolars behave (with reference to summa- 
tion) as though there existed a single broad photo- 
receptor of this diameter”. Thus, the minimum effec- 
tive rod diameter in the human retina is assumed to 
be no less than A+ 2 0.1”. 
inner segments (e.g. A4 z 1.0’) are necessary for 
maximum picture. reconstruction at low retinal illu- 
mination. Outside the fovea, rods greatly outnumber 
cones in the human retina. However, the diameter 
of rod inner segments is about the same as the cen- 
tral-most fovea1 cones, so that the results of Fig. IO 
do not agree with the spacing of anatomical photo- 
receptors in tie peripheral retina.’ Nevertheless, 
because of neural summation, the retina may function 
as though it were constructed from effective large dia- 
meter photoreceptors. The fall in acuity and rise in 
sensitivity in the peripheral retina supports this possi- 
bility. 
The largest effective photoreceptor diameter can bz 
inferred by acuity measurements in the most peri- 
pheral regions of the human retina. At an eccentricity 
of 70” (temporal on retina), the highest photopic 
acuity corresponds to A4 z 0.5” for a grating test 
pattern and A9 z 0.8” for a Landolt C test object 
(Weale, 1956; Pirenne, 1962; Le Grand, 1967). Fur- 
thermore, Mandelbaum and Sloan (1947) show that 
the acuity of the peripheral retina (beyond 20” eccen- 
tricity) is relatively insensitive to changes in retinal 
illuminance, as in the rod monochromat studied by 
Hecht et al. (1948). We conclude that the largest effec- 
tive photoreceptor diameter in the human retina is 
somewhere between A+ = 0.5” and A4 = 0.8’. i.e. 
about 100 times that of the central-most fovea1 cone. 
A lOO-fold range in effective photoreceptor diameters 
is seen from Fig. 10 to adequately provide the human 
with maximum information capacity for night and 
day vision. 
Rod monochromats have their highest acuity con- From the theory of this paper, it is reasonable to 
sistent with an angular center-to-center spacing of suppose that an arhythmic animal [an animal active 
effective photoreceptors with A# z 0.1” (Hecht, both at night and day (Walls, 1942)] should have 
Shlaer, Smith, Haig and Peskin, 1948). Rodieck (1973. a greater range in effective photoreceptor spacing 
p. 454) points out that this angular distance is the than either a diurnal or nocturnal animal. Evidence 
same size as the dendritic spread of human rod bi- for this possibility is suggested by comparing ganglion 
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cell densities within these three types. Hughes (1976) 
has shown that nocturnal animals have a low =ag- 
lion cell density with little centro-peripheral density 
gradient, while diurnal animals are characterized by 
a high ganglion cell density also with little centro- 
peripheral density gradient Arhythmic animals, like 
man, have a high centro-peripheral density gradient 
(Van Buren, 1963; Hughes, 1976). 
We have shown that if an eye is to have optimum 
information capacity over a range of intensities and 
contrasts, then it must possess a range of effective 
photoreceptors of different sizes. Both anatomical and 
psychophysical data are consistent with the hypo- 
thesis that the human retina has this ability. We now 
examine what the application of information theory 
to photon sampling can and cannot tell us about the 
way to arrange effective photoreceptors of different 
sizes across the retina. 
An eye only realizes its full information capacity 
at any one mean intensity if it has an array of effective 
photoreceptors of the correct size covering its entire 
field of view. Thus, to obtain as many pictures as 
possible over a large intensity range, a retina would 
require effective photoreceptors of all required dia- 
meters in all retinal areas. This could be achieved 
neurally, by setting the anatomical photoreceptors at 
the diffraction limit of the pupil and sending the pho- 
ton count of each photoreceptor into a large number 
of parallel summation pools. It is possible that several 
parallel pools, operating simultaneously, would 
further increase the picture-making capacity, but this 
point requires further analysis. Many retinas do have 
small photoreceptors paced at, or close to, the limit 
imposed by the resolving power of their dioptrics, but 
it seems unlikely that many eyes would employ the 
complete parallel pooling strategy advocated by con- 
sideration of total information capacity alone. 
Other factors also limit the degree to which a retina 
can pool signals from its receptors. For example, the 
large number of neurons required for complete 
parallel pooling would degrade image quality by 
thickening the plexiform layers, enlarging the optic 
disc and increasing the number of blood vessels. A 
more economical strategy is to use a small number 
of parallel pools in any one retinal area, each of which 
can make small adjustments to its capture area as 
a function of mean intensity. A still greater reduction 
in the number of neural channels can be obtained 
by restricting the high-acuity channels, which presum- 
ably require the greatest number of neurons per 
retinal area, to a fovea. This does not mean that the 
fovea must also sacrifice its potential to make large 
pools as well 
Finally, we stress again that information capacity 
is not the only consideration required to come to an 
understanding of the functional basis of vertebrate 
retinal organization. For example, elegant and con- 
vincing correlations have been made between retinal 
ganglion cell density and the velocity of retinal image 
translation during locomotion of an animal through 
its preferred environment (Hughes; 1976). However, 
the derivation of information capacity has proved 
useful in analysing the structure and function of com- 
pound eyes (Snyder, Stavenga and Laughlin, 1977) 
where the spacing of photoreceptors (ommatidia) also 
determines the optical quality of the lenses. Thus it 
appears that picture-making capacity is a useful addi- 
tion to the battery of analytical concepts that are 
required to understand the function of all visual sys- 
tems. Hopefully, this type of analysis will contribute 
to our understanding of the strategies of neural integ- 
ration which lie beyond photon absorptions. 
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APPENDIX A. DERIVATION OF SPATIAL 
INFORMATION CAPACITY OF EYES 
Our purpose is to calculate the infor~~on content of 
the image formed by the array of photoreceptor cells when 
the object is a two-dimensional random scene. Fourier 
analysis is used to decompose. the object intensity into a 
superposition of sinusoidal gratings, each of which con- 
tains a portion of the jnfo~ation content of the pattern. 
Then, equation (1) is used to calculate the information con- 
tent of each differential portion of the spatial frequency 
spectrum. 
We begin with a one-dimensional retina and then gener- 
alize to the two-dimensional case. 
(Al) One-dimensional retina 
For the eye to reconstruct a spatial frequency v, it is 
intuitive that there must be at least one photoreceptor allo- 
cated to each node and antinode of the image intensity 
pattern (Fig. 5). Thus, the minimum number np of photo- 
receptors per degree of object space required for detecting 
a spatial sinusoid of frequency v is 
rip=_. TV (Al) 
Conversely, for a given angular separation A# between 
photoreceptors, the maximum detectable spatia1 frequency 
is Y,,. = 1/2A& This result is proven by the one-dimen- 
sionai sampling theorem (Good&an, 1968). 
Substituting equation (Al) into equation (1) of the text 
leads to H =>v in n,, where’ N is the inform&on capacity 
per degree of object space. The differential amount of infor- 
mation dH within a small frequency range dv centered 
about v is therefore 
dH = 2dv in n&)_ (A21 
We must now determine the number of possible intensity 
levels ni(v) of a spatial sinusoid that can be reliably dis- 
tingui~ed From equation (5a) of the text, we see that 
n, depends on the signal to noise ratio u,&,~~~ of the 
photoreceptors. 
As shown in Figs. 4 and 5, the signal at the photorecep 
tor level due to a sinusoidal object intensity is_a quantized 
version of the sinusoid of amplitude m M N, where m 
is the object modulation, ~%f(v)‘the combined modulation 
transfer function of the lens-pupil system and finite photo- 
receptor diameter. and ,c is the mean number of absortxd 
photons. Thus. the signal amplitude is 
e&v) = m ,v :\Qrl. (A?) 
In Appendix C, we show that the noise variance can 
be expressed as the sum of the variance in quantum fluc- 
tuations ,y plus the variance in effective intrinsic noise eL. 
Since a random signal is composed of all spatial frequen. 
ties of equal amplitude (Goldman, 1953), the total informa- 
tion capacity H is found by integrating equation (A2) from 
v = 0 to v,,, = 1/2A& Thus. 
if we assume that the object modulation m is the same 
for each spatial frequency, then equation (AS) is the infor. 
mation capacity per degree ofobject spce due to a ran 
dom scene of mean contrast C, where C = m. 
This is an intuitive derivation. A rigorous treatment 
requires statistical concepts used in Fourier analysis of fil- 
tered random signals and noise (e.g. Goldman; 1953. p. 
158: A&tine. 19%: O’Neill. 1963). Those familiar with 
these methods will note that ‘the quantity &‘G&;_ is the 
ratio (power spectrum of signal)j(power spectrum of noisel 
We have assumed that the object and noise power spec 
trum are equal and uniform in spatial frequency v. 
(AZ) Tw~djmensj~~~a~ retina 
(1) Square array @photoreceptors. ii we use a rectangular 
coordinate system, the generalization of the above de+ 
vation is straightforward. The number of photoreceptors 
per square degree of object space required for detecting 
two orthogonal and phase-independent spatial sinusoids 
is given by 
np = 4 Y, vr (A& 
where the subscripts x and y represent he X- and Y-axes 
of a Cartesian coordinate system. Furthermore, we replace 
M(v) in equation (A3) by the two-dimensional modulation 
transfer function M(Y*, v~) (Goodman, 1968). The two- 
dimensional equivalent of equation (A51 is 
where A@, and A$, are the spacing of photoreceptors along 
the X- and Y-axes, respectively, and N is the information 
capacity per square degree of object space. 
We convert equation (A7) to the polar coordinate 
variable Y, since the integrations are then more easily 
performed. This gives 
where (A&’ = (A&)’ + (A#,)’ and .M(v) is the MTF of 
the total system as derived in Appmdix B. The factor 1 zr 
has been introduced so that the same number of photo- 
receptors are involved in the calculation based on rec- 
tangular coordinates as that in polar coordinates i.e. whas 
M = I, equation (AS) reduces to np In n,, where np = 
1 A&42. 
(2) Hexagonal array of photoreceptors. When the photo 
receptors are packed in a hexagonal array, the distant: 
between samplers is smaller than in a square array. Replao 
ing A# in equation (AS) by \; (3) A&:7- then gives the car 
rect result (Snyder and Miller, 1977) 
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(A3) Approximate xpression for H square Ructuations in photon counts of the signal is below 
Equation (AS) can be approximated by assuming M(v) 
the noise level. 
to be a Gaussian function (see Appendix B) and 
Optical physicists (O’Neill, 1963; Biberman, 1973) often 
[c .T M(v)]’ ,> ,v + e’. Then equation (A7) becomes 
use an expression equivaIent o: Jo” Y dvMf as a measure 
of image quality. This expression is proportional to the 
mean square variations in intensity on the retina due to 
H=4 
v dv ,n (CR)’ exp C- 7.1WWl 
m + c= 
(A9aj a random pattern, but because of the ;c limit rather than 
1/2A#, differs greatly from the mean square variation in 
photon counts when the photoreceptors are spaced for 
1 
optimum information capacity at a given intensity. This 
=2m 
In 
(CR)‘exp[ -3.56($J] (A9b) 
17 + er 
quality factor characterizes the mean square fluctuations 
at the photoreceptor level for those photoreceptors with 
This is an excellent approximation to equation (A8) 
A+ C ApJ2. i.e. those photoreceptors eparated appropri- 
except when A4 B Ap,; e.g. equation (A9b) gives the non- 
ately for detecting the highest spatial frequency passed by 
straight line portions of Fig. 7. The following expression 
the lens-pupil optics. When photoreceptors are spaced at 
gives results for the optimum value of A4 that are indis- 
A$ > ApJL equation (AIS) does not apply. 
tinguishable (on a plot like Fig. 7) from those found 
from equation (AS). (AS) Photoreceptor diameter for maximum H 
H = nP In ni (AlOa) 
The information capacity, H, as given in equation (AlO), 
depends upon Ap, only in as much as Ap, determines N 
rip = l/(A$)’ (AlOb) @mation (lo)] and M(v,) [equation (BS)]. Thus. when 
N P 1 the value of Ap, that gives maximum H is the value 
“i = (, + (cFJ)2 “$-+J~yGJ}‘~z that maxim&s the term N M,(v,). Using the exact expres- sion for M,(v,) [equation (B5)], this gives an optimum 
(AIOc) Ap, = 1.4A4. If we assume that receptors cannot overlap, 
then information capacity is optimum when receptors 
= 1 + g$ M(v,)]“* [ 
touch (Ap, = A#). 
W’W 
(A6) Determination of optimum photoreceptor spacing (14 
v, = l/ZAr$. (A 10e) in low intensity limit 
In Appendix C, we show that l 2 1.0 for an array of ideal 
In general, we must resort to numerical methods to solve 
photoreceptors, i.e. those without intrinsic noise. 
equation (A8) or its approximate form given by equation 
(AlO). In the low intensity limit, M(v,) 2 1, and we can 
obtain an analytic expression for the A4 that optimises 
(A4) Relation between H and the signal to noise ratio of H when all other quantities are fixed. We assume touching 
a photoreceptor 
photoreceptors, i.e. Ap, = AQ, and define the dummy vari- 
The mean square Ructuation afi, in photon counts at 
able (1 and -_. 
the photoreceptor level (ignoring noise) is found by sum- q=eC (A16a) 
ming the mean square fluctuations Z&(v) due to individual 
sinusoids at each frequency. In general, &r,(v) differs from 
z = N/e’ = fiA4Je)’ (A16b) 
o,~*(v) of equation (A3) by a constant that depends on the ri = (2e2/ijH. (A16c) 
object power spectrum (Aseltine, 1958). Thus From equation (9). with M = 1, we then have 
I/IA, ri = (l/z) hl Cl + (q#/(z + I)]. (A17) 
o! =2x $8‘ I 
v dv t?&(v). (All) 
0 The value of z for which I? is maximum is found by taking 
Similarly, the mean square fluctuation c&r in photon 
(dH/dz) = 0 leading to 
counts due to noise is 
2 
Qm3i.e = 2x 
I 
liZ&# 
v dv a;,&~). (A12) 
0 
Assuming that the noise power spectrum &,.(v) is 
A good approximation to equation (A18) for the values 
q of interest (0.01 < q < 1) is 
constant, 
(A13) 
z = 1.6/q, (Al9) 
Since the c quantities are constants times the cr quantities, 
so that R = l&/c. 
the ratio R, of mean square signal to mean square noise 
The form of solution given by equation (A19) holds also 
of the photoreceptors i  
when the effect of the finite photoreceptor diameter is in- 
cluded. From equations (AlOc), exp[ - 3.56@p/2A~)2] 
Z 0.7, when Apt = 0. This additional factor of 0.7 is in-1 
v dv C~:,bY&i,(v% (A14) chided il the above analysis by redefining q = e2(0.7)1/2 
so that N = 1.9&. 
where Q and u,~= are given by equations (A3) and (A4). 
If we ignore the effect of imperfect optics, then the value 
respectively. We see by comparing equation (A14) with 
H at optimum A#J is found by substitt@ng equation (A19) 
equation (A8) that when u,,,(v) * u,.,~=(v), 
into equation (A17), converting from H.to H via equation 
(A16c). This leads to 
H = np Rd2, (~15) 
i.e. the information capacity H of the photoreceptors is H =0.31[$[1 + z-9 (A20) 
a simple product of R, multiplied by the number of photo- 
receptors per square degree of object space, when the mean where 4 = 0.846 c. 
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narmalised spatial frequency v k-3 
--- gaussian 
narmalised spatioi frequency v&, 
Fig. It. The rn~~~on transfer function for the tens-pupil Mt and the photore~ptors M, (&id 
curves) compared with their Gaussian approximations discussed in appendix B. D is the entranCe 
pupil, v the spatial frequency and AL\P,, Apn and A# are defined in table 1. Note that .“I, >, 0.7, as 
illustrated by the shaded portion of Fig. lob, since v Ap, < 0.5. 
(A7) High intensity limit 
The minimum value of I’ necessary for a retina with 
photoreceptor spacing of A# = A&2 to have maximum 
information capacity is found by solviig equation (AIO) 
for the optimum A# in the Iimit of N-cc. This leads 
t0 
hn(0.26 iv e’) = 1.78{A~~A#~~ (M1a) 
ln[0.26 .q C’M:{vJ J = 0. (A2Ib) 
When Ap, = 2A#, we find from equation (A21) that 
In(NIc?) it. 8.48 or 
log fl c2 = 3.68 (A22@ 
.Qe MXV,)] = 3.85. (A22b) 
Since @ = ~Ac$)‘, we derive equation (IO) of the text from 
equation (A22). We also &rind from equation (A21) that 
A+ = 1.33Ap,/[In (0.26~~2)]“2 (A23) 
1.33Ap, 
z (In [f(CAp#] - 2.7)li2. 
(A241 
Equ_ation (A24) is a good approximation to Ac# for values 
of 1 within about 1.5 log units necessary for A& = A&2. 
APPENDIX B: MODULATlOS TRANSFER 
FUScrION (MTR 
Here we present some fundamentals of the modufation 
transfer function IMTF used in our analysis. Extensive trea- 
tises on the MTF have been given by C?‘NeiU (1963) 
and Goodman (1968). For applications to the vertebrate 
eyes. and the human eye in particular, we refer to Wea- 
heimer (1972) and Van Meeteren (1974). 
The angular intensity spread pattern I of a pupil with 
diameter D is given by the standard diffraction formula 
I(X) =t [ZJ,(X)]/X, (RI) 
neglecting aberrations, where X = x&j/& I the ,wave- 
length of light in vacuum, J, the lksel function of order 
I and # the inclination to the pupil axis. The MTF Is 
the Fourier transform of f(X), i.e. 
M&J) = zccos-’ p - p(1 - #f’: 7‘ lpl =z 1; @la) 
=O Ipf > I, (B2b) 
with p = Av/D, v is the spatial frequency in cycles per 
radian. Equation (B2) is given by the continuous curve in 
Fig. ll(a]. Equation (31) is given approximately by the 
Gaussian 
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I(X,zexp(-!yX’) 
I(b) = exp[-41nZ(-j-11, PW 
which is a function of width, Ap, = j./D, at 50% height. 
The Fourier transform of equation (B3) is again a Gaussian 
of the form 
Wa) 
Equation (B4) is presented in Fig. 11(a) by the &shed line 
and is defined in the text as M,(v) = exp( - 3.56 A&r). i.e. 
the MTF for the dioptrics. 
We next derive an expression for the MTF of the photo- 
receptor M, Consider a photoreceptor with angular dia- 
meter Ap,. The modulation transfer function of this photo- 
receptor then is given by 
IV,(V) = ZJ,(nAp,v)/(nAp,v). (B5) 
Since we assume throughout the present paper that the 
photoreceptors are touching, Ap, = A4, where A4 is the 
angle between adjacent photoreceptors. The maximum 
sampling frequency is v, = l/266, so that M,(v,) = 
4J,(x/Z)/n 2 0.7. It is shown in Fig. 11(b) that, in the 
spatial frequency range of interest, (0 c Y < Y,), M,(v) is 
very well approximated by the Gaussian 
M,(v) = exp( - 1.35v2Apf). (B6) 
Hence the MTF of the combined system of.pupil-leas and 
photoreceptor iM = M,M, is 
M(v) = exp[ -3.%(Ap: + 0.38Apz)vz] (B7a) 
= exp[ -3.56(vAp)*]. (B7b) 
The Gaussian approximation is used for simplicity of 
presentation. It is convenient o consider the value v = l/ 
Ap. when M = 0.03, as the effective v where M = 0 so 
that when Ap = i./D, the value v = l/Ap is the exact cutoff. 
APPENDIX C NUMBER OF DIkFEREVT 
INTENSITY LEVELS n, 
When, on average, fewer than 10 photons are absorbed 
by a photoreceptor in one integration time (iv < 10). the 
procedure used in Section III is inaonromiate for deter- 
mining the number of different inter&y ievels. Assuming 
C= 1, we find that hi=1 for O<NCl: n:=2 far 
2<1v<4; n,_=3 for’g=5; n,=4 for’6kRS7; 
ni = 5 for 8 < N C 9 and ni =_ 6 for R = 10. Thus, unless 
a minimum of two photons (N = 2) is counted by at least 
one photoreceptor of the array, there is only one possible 
intensity level (ni = 1) that is distinguishable with certainty. 
Consequently, from equation (1). the information content 
H of the retina is then zero. Using this last determin~tioa 
of ni and equation (1). it is easy to show that the inform- 
Son capacity H is mmimized when R = 2. We are again 
reminded that the photoreceptors are assumed here to be 
without intrinsic noise and the effect of imperfect optics 
has been ignored 
We would like to have an expression for ni which, when 
taken with equation (I), gives I_esults for Ad that are uni- 
formly valid for all values of N. This is accomplished by 
introducing an effective intrinsic noise of standard devi- 
ation E photons, i.e. ez = E$ + k, where ein is the actual 
intrinsic noise and k a parameter chosen to give correct 
results for small .i? We showed above that, with ‘?’ = 1 
and fin = 0, the information capacity H is maximized when 
m = 2. In Appendix A6, we showed that H is maximized 
when m = l.Qe/c. Thus, taking c = 1 and ein = 0, we find 
that an effective noise of about one photon (e z 1) is 
required to have fl = 2. 
Since uz+ = R + e2, we have 
fli = (C N)$@ i- 1) (Cl) 
for the number of different contrast levels of an array of 
ideal photoreceptors, ignoring the degrading effect of im- 
perfect optics. 
APPMDIX D. DERIVATION OF I? IT, 
AND THE CONVERSION OF i TO TROLAiiDS 
We let i be the mean number of photons entering the 
eye per square degree of object field per second. A fraction 
rl of this number will reach the photoreceptor layer and 
be absorbed. Each photoreceptor accepts light from a solid 
angle n(Ap,)‘/4 of object space, where Ap, is the angular 
diameter of the photoreceptor. If’ At is the integration or 
sampling time of the eye, then the mean number 1v of 
photons absorbed by a photoreceptor due to an extended 
object of uniform intensity is 
?? = iv a(Ap,)rAt/4 = fiA~,)~, 
where Tis defined as 
(Dl) 
We use the formulae of Wyszecki and Stiles (1967), p. 
226, for the photopic r, and scotopic T, td values 
TP = (I VJ94.432 x lo-” (D3) 
T, = (1 k”‘A) 1.138 x lo-lo, (D4) 
where VA and Vi are the CIE relative luminous efficiency 
curves for photopic and scotopic vision and I is the wave- 
length of light in vacuum in cm. We take PJ = 0.1 (Barlow, 
1964). With V(li) = I, 1= 5.5 x lo-’ cm and At = 30 
msec (Ditc_hbum, 1973, p. 157; Roufs, 1973). we have log 
TP = log 1 - 3.47. With v(L) = 1, I = 5.07 x 10eS cm 
and At = IOOmsec (R_odieck, 1973, p. 456; Roufs, 1972) 
we have log z = log I - 3.54. These two expressions are 
nearly the same so that we can use the single expression 
log T= log r’- 3.5. @5) 
for converting from r’to trolands ?: We are reminded that 
the ten-fold increase in (human) pupil area (Barlow, 1972) 
must be accounted for when converting from trolands to 
object world lumiaaaces. 
